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ABSTRACT The prognosis of patients with malignant pleural mesothelioma remains poor and although it

is clear that multimodal therapy is necessary to improve long-term results, precise treatment schemes have

not yet been unequivocally established. Single-modality therapy does not have a major impact on long-term

survival and combined-modality therapies are being further evaluated. However, the relative contributions

of chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgery have not been clearly determined at the present time. Moreover,

the extent of resection and precise surgical procedure remain a highly debated topic. To better compare and

combine results from different institutions and trials, uniform definitions of surgical procedures including

extrapleural pneumonectomy and different forms of pleurectomy have recently been introduced. Due to the

relatively higher morbidity and mortality of extrapleural pneumonectomy, there is currently a shift towards

pleurectomy/decortication when a macroscopic complete resection of all tumour can be obtained by this

procedure. In most recent trials, induction chemotherapy was administered to improve surgical resection

rates but pathological complete responses are infrequently observed. The role of post-operative

radiotherapy has to be further elucidated.

Further treatment options that are currently explored include hyperthermic intrapleural chemotherapy,

immunotherapy, gene therapy and photodynamic therapy. However, no randomised comparisons are

available yet.
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Introduction
Malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) is an uncommon tumour arising from the parietal pleura and is

characterised by a peculiar growth pattern extending along the pleural surface from the costodiaphragmatic

sinus, where frequently a large amount of tumour is found, to the apical region of the chest. Subsequently, it

expands into the lung parenchyma, chest wall, mediastinum and abdominal cavity. A causative link with

asbestos exposure has been repeatedly documented and asbestos is considered a carcinogen [1]. The

incidence of mesothelioma is expected to increase until the 2020s due to continuing use of asbestos and the

long time interval between exposure and onset of the disease [2, 3]. As MPM is a non-spherical tumour,

precise determination of tumour size and volume are difficult, limiting the validity of the current staging

systems, of which the TNM (tumour, node, metastasis) classification published in 1995 by the International

Mesothelioma Interest Group (IMIG) is the prevailing one [4, 5]. In the TNM system, only anatomical

features are taken into consideration and, as precise anatomical landmarks are surgically driven, this system

has several limitations because most patients with mesothelioma will not undergo extensive surgical

therapy. However, precise clinical staging is important to determine subsequent prognosis and allocate

tailored treatment to each individual patient. In contrast to lung cancer, clinical staging in mesothelioma is

substantially more different from the final pathological stage, making the decision process problematic.

Accurate restaging is also difficult and tumour response can best be evaluated by comparing perpendicular

diameters as proposed in the modified Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumours [6]. These were

recently optimised with only one cut-off value yielding two response categories, although further

prospective validation is necessary [7]. Newer software allowing more precise tumour volume

measurements will probably increase the staging accuracy in the near future [8, 9]. Lung volume

measurements can be considered a surrogate marker for patient response, as it has recently been

demonstrated that increasing disease volume and decreasing lung volume are associated with a poor

prognosis [10].

Even in early-stage disease, prognosis remains grim with an overall median survival time of 9–12 months

[11]. For this reason, newer treatment modalities are currently being explored, mostly consisting of

multimodality therapy comprising chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgery [12, 13]. The precise role and

type of surgery remain highly controversial and no precise guidelines are currently available due to the lack

of large randomised controlled trials [14]. This article describes the different types of multimodal therapy

with an emphasis on the contribution of surgery to combined-modality therapy.

Prognostic factors
In the 1995 TNM classification, nodal staging was adopted from non-small cell lung cancer, although lymph

node spread of MPM is quite different as the tumour originates from the parietal pleura, and intercostal,

pericardial and mediastinal nodal involvement may occur rather early in the disease process, reflecting a

local (N1) rather than a regional (N2–N3) lymphatic spread.

Several prognostic indices were developed taking different clinical features and laboratory values into

account. Most widely used are the European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC)

and Cancer and Leukemia Group B (CALGB) prognostic indices [2, 15, 16]. CALGB evaluated prognostic

factors in 337 patients treated with chemotherapy for advanced-stage mesothelioma [16]. Poor prognostic

factors in relation to survival were age .75 years, poor performance status, chest pain, nonepithelial

histology, platelet count o461014 per litre and lactate dehydrogenase concentration o500 IU?L-1. The

EORTC index is based on survival data of 204 patients who were entered in consecutive phase II trials [15].

Poor performance status, male sex, sarcomatoid subtype, white blood cell count o8.36109 cells per litre

and no definite diagnosis were identified as poor prognostic factors. Both indices were validated

in subsequent trials. A prognostic nomogram allows estimation of overall and progression-free survival

[17]. In a recent study of 88 patients with epitheloid mesothelioma who underwent extrapleural

pneumonectomy, tumour volume, haemoglobin concentration and administration of adjuvant chemother-

apy or radiotherapy were found to be independent factors associated with overall survival [18].

Recently, a risk score was developed to determine which patients would benefit from surgical therapy after

induction chemotherapy [19]. In this so-called Zurich score, four variables are considered: initial tumour

volume .500 mL, nonepithelial tumour type, initial C-reactive protein concentration .30 mg?L-1 and

progressive disease after induction chemotherapy. Patients with three or four risk factors have a very poor

prognosis and do not benefit from extensive surgical therapy. This score is currently validated in an

independent second cohort.

To obtain more meaningful survival data on this rare tumour, the International Association for the Study of

Lung Cancer (IASLC) retrospectively collected 3101 cases from 15 centres on four continents [13].

Currently, this is the largest international database of mesothelioma patients, which has recently been
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analysed [13]. Median age was 63 years and the epithelial subtype was present in 62.3% of patients. The so-

called best TNM stages incorporating clinical and pathological staging information were stage I (11% of

patients in the database), II (21%), III (48%) and IV (20%). In 1494 (64.5%) patients, surgery with curative

intent was undertaken. Median survival times according to stage were 21, 19, 16 and 12 months for stages I,

II, III and IV, respectively with no difference between clinical and pathological stage. Regarding histology,

median survival time for epithelial tumours was 19 months, for biphasic histology 13 months and for

sarcomatoid tumours 8 months. In multivariable analysis, significant differences were found between T4

and T3 disease, and between T3 and T2, but not between T2 and T1. The difference between N0 and N1+N2

was also significant but not that between N1 and N2 disease. There was also a significant difference between

stages III+IV compared with stage I, but not between stages I and II. Also significant were: epithelial type

versus other tumour types; sex, with female patients having best prognosis; and finally, resection with

curative intent versus palliative surgery. Patients with stage I disease treated by extrapleural pneumonectomy

had a better prognosis compared with those undergoing pleurectomy/decortication. These are all very

meaningful data but they should be interpreted with caution as they were retrospectively collected in

surgically treated patients and subject to selection bias.

Subsequently, a prospective database has been launched by IASLC that is currently collecting data from all

over the world in preparation for a new TNM classification [20]. In this way, more robust data will be

obtained also including nonsurgical patients. Other prognostic factors will be taken into account (e.g.

histological subtype) [21].

Surgical treatment of mesothelioma
The role of surgery for mesothelioma remains a highly controversial and intensely debated topic at major

conferences and in the present-day literature. A distinction should be made between palliative surgical

treatment and surgery with curative intent, so-called maximal debulking surgery.

Palliative surgical treatment
The thoracic surgeon plays an important role in the diagnosis, staging and palliative therapy of mesothelioma

patients. To obtain large biopsy samples allowing detailed pathological and immunohistochemical analysis,

video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) or thoracoscopy with double-lumen intubation and one-lung

ventilation is an excellent procedure providing a high diagnostic yield, as extensive biopsies of parietal and

visceral pleura can be taken. At the same time, a persistent pleural fluid effusion may be drained and dyspnoea

relieved by performing a pleurodesis procedure, most commonly with talc spray, which is highly efficient on

the condition that sufficient lung expansion is obtained. In addition, partial pleurectomy can be helpful in

obtaining pleurodesis, as the slightly bleeding surface induces pleural adhesions [22]. One observational study

on VATS pleurectomy suggested that this might be associated with improved survival [23].

In the recently analysed mesoVATS trial, 196 patients were randomised to receive either partial pleurectomy

by VATS and talcage by chest tube or thoracoscopic poudrage [24]. Although overall survival was not

improved in the VATS group, quality of life and control of pleural effusion were found to be significantly

better in the VATS group after 6 and 12 months.

In patients with a trapped lung due to extensive visceral pleural and lung parenchymal involvement,

continuous evacuation of pleural fluid may be achieved by an indwelling pleural catheter or a

pleuroperitoneal shunt, the latter requiring active participation of the patient by pumping fluid from the

pleural to the peritoneal cavity due to the pressure difference between both cavities [25, 26]. A

pleuroperitoneal shunt entails a theoretical risk of tumour spread to the peritoneal cavity. However, this

shunt is only inserted in patients who have a poor prognosis anyway; so, in daily clinical practice, this does

not constitute a common problem. In a series of 160 patients, malignant seeding along the chest wall

occurred in only one patient at the site of shunt insertion [25].

Surgery with curative intent
To remove as much tumour as possible, different surgical procedures exist in order to obtain a macroscopic

complete resection or maximal debulking with the intent to improve local control and prolong disease-free

survival. However, as the tumour originates on the parietal pleura; from a surgical point of view, it is not

possible to obtain broad margins around it, especially on the outer margin close to the chest wall and

costodiaphragmatic sinus. Over recent years, confusion has risen over the precise definitions of surgical

procedures described in several series, especially the so-called ‘‘radical’’ pleurectomy and decortication. This

makes comparison of results and outcomes between different centres quite tedious. For this reason, the

IASLC created a working group to recommend uniform definitions for surgical procedures dealing with

mesothelioma [27]. The confusing term ‘‘radical pleurectomy’’ is not used anymore as it implies that all

tumour is removed and that no microscopic deposits remain, which is nearly impossible to obtain, except
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for in very early stages. Currently, a clear distinction is made between extrapleural pneumonectomy (EPP)

and pleurectomy/decortication (P/D) with different subcategories. EPP implies complete en bloc removal of

the involved parietal and visceral pleura, the whole ipsilateral lung and, if necessary, the pericardium and

diaphragm, which are reconstructed with a soft tissue patch (fig. 1).

Extended P/D comprises the same procedure but leaving the lung in situ. The pericardium and diaphragm

are resected and reconstructed, if necessary. P/D refers to removal of all gross tumour without

diaphragmatic or pericardial resection, whereas partial pleurectomy entails partial removal of parietal and/

or visceral pleura leaving gross tumour behind. It is clear that the latter procedure is performed for

diagnostic or palliative reasons. When these definitions will be applied universally, better comparison

between centres, specific trials involving surgery and international databases will become feasible.

Combined-modality therapy
Even 30 years ago, it was clear that MPM is difficult to treat and that, for most patients, there is no prospect

of cure [28]. Single-modality therapy, be it surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy or immunotherapy, will

not result in a substantial improvement in disease-free or overall survival. In the previous century,

therapeutic nihilism prevailed for a long time. This changed when two randomised trials demonstrated that

folate antagonists in combination with cisplatin significantly improved survival in unresectable patients,

although the absolute survival benefit was limited to a few months only [29–31].

In the meantime, more experience was gained with extensive cytoreductive surgery for mesothelioma,

especially EPP. In high-volume centres, mortality could be substantially reduced but morbidity remained

relatively high, indicating that these procedures should be performed in centres with a large experience in

thoracic surgery [32].

In a compiled series from three large institutions, 663 patients undergoing EPP or P/D between 1990 and

2006 were analysed [33]. Operative mortality was 7% for EPP and 4% for P/D. Significant factors related to

survival were stage, epithelial cell type, type of resection, multimodality therapy and sex.

To improve local control, bimodal therapy administering high-dose radiotherapy after extensive surgical

resection was introduced. This is more easily performed after EPP than P/D as there is an empty cavity

without remaining lung parenchyma. In a phase II trial of 57 patients undergoing EPP or P/D, a post-

operative dose of 54 Gy was administered [34]. Local recurrence was 13% with a median survival time of

17 months, which was lower than historical series. However, the precise dose and timing of radiotherapy

remained unclear. Whether low-dose radiotherapy has to be delivered at incisional sites, including

thoracoports, remains controversial, as conflicting results have been reported in recent literature [35–39]. A

pooled analysis found no significant reduction in the frequency of procedure tract metastases [40].

Is trimodal therapy a valid option for patients with mesothelioma that is technically resectable? Different

combined-modality regimens are under investigation. Similar to locally advanced lung cancer, induction

chemotherapy was considered to increase the complete resection rate of early-stage mesothelioma.

In a Swiss multicentre trial, three cycles of cisplatin and gemcitabine were given as induction therapy

followed by EPP and post-operative radiotherapy to incompletely resected areas [41]. In total, 61 patients

with clinical T2N2M0 mesothelioma or less were included and 45 patients underwent EPP with or without

post-operative radiotherapy. Macroscopic complete resection was obtained in 37 (61%) patients and 36 had

post-operative radiotherapy. 90-day mortality was only 3.2% but one or more complications occurred in

62%. The incidence of empyema (16%) and bronchopleural fistula (9.5%) were higher than that observed

a) b)

FIGURE 1 Extrapleural pneumonectomy comprising removal of parietal pleura, ipsilateral lung with visceral pleura,
diaphragm and pericardium. a) Lateral view; b) hilar view.
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after EPP without induction therapy. For the patients undergoing EPP, an encouraging median survival

time of 23 months was obtained.

Following the significant results of chemotherapy trials with anti-folate drugs, induction therapy

comprising pemetrexed was evaluated to improve results with the hope of substantially increasing overall

survival. In a retrospective study of trimodal therapy, 60 patients underwent induction chemotherapy

(cisplatin/anti-folate in 30 patients), followed by EPP and post-operative radiotherapy to o50 Gy [42]. The

full protocol could be applied in 50% of patients. Pathological nodal staging was a significant predictor of

survival, patients with N0 disease obtaining a 5-year disease-free survival of 54% [42].

The EORTC initiated a phase II trial to evaluate the feasibility of trimodal therapy in a multicentre

international setting (EORTC 08031) with clearly defined timelines [43]. Patients with pathologically

proven mesothelioma of stage cT3N1M0 or less underwent induction chemotherapy consisting of three

cycles of cisplatin and pemetrexed followed by EPP within 21–56 days after the last dose of chemotherapy if

there was no progressive disease and no unacceptable toxicity. If a patient recovered from surgery and still

had a good performance status and was without progressive disease, post-operative radiotherapy was

administered, starting 30 days after surgery but within 84 days. In total, 54 Gy were scheduled in 30 daily

fractions. The primary end-point of this study was ‘‘success of treatment’’, defined as a patient who had the

full trimodal protocol and was alive after 90 days without progressive disease and without grade 3 or 4

toxicity. 57 patients were included and eligible; 42 had EPP (73.7%) after induction therapy. 90-day

mortality was 6.5%. Overall median survival time was 18.4 months and progression-free median survival

time 13.9 months (figs 2 and 3). As only 24 (42.1%) patients met the definition of success, the primary end-

point was not met, demonstrating that this trimodal therapy was feasible but not within the strict time

limits defined in this study. A similar phase II tria,l but without predefined time limits, ran at approximately

the same time in the USA, including 77 patients from nine institutions. Operative mortality was 7% and

median overall survival time 16.8 months [44]. A comparison between the Swiss, US and EORTC trials is

given in table 1.

Although trimodal therapy seemed feasible in selected patients with promising results, the initial outcome

of the Mesothelioma and Radical Surgery 1 (MARS 1) trial were less encouraging. As there were concerns

over the role of extensive surgery for mesothelioma, MARS 1 was designed as a randomised trial between

EPP and no EPP after induction chemotherapy [45, 46]. To determine whether it was feasible to randomise

between EPP or not, a pilot feasibility study was initially performed. During a period of 3 years, 112 patients

were evaluated in 11 centres but only 50 (45%) could be randomised after induction therapy.

Randomisation was proven to be feasible in a multicentre setting and the primary end-point was met

[47]. However, there were three case fatalities among the 16 patients who underwent EPP, giving a mortality

rate of 18.8% [48]. The median overall survival time for patients undergoing EPP was 14 months, compared

with 19 months for those not having EPP, with an adjusted hazard ratio of 2.75 for EPP (p50.016). The

authors concluded that ‘‘These data, although limited, suggest that radical surgery in the form of EPP

within trimodal therapy offers no benefit and possibly harms patients’’. So, the proposed surgical procedure

in the subsequent MARS 2 trial will be to assess the feasibility of randomisation into P/D and not EPP [49].
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The results of the pilot MARS trial gave rise to an intense debate in the literature as the mortality of EPP in

the MARS was considerably higher than in other centres. Furthermore, the study was not designed, in terms

of the sample size, to test the possible benefit of EPP on patient outcome [49].

In a systematic review of EPP for mesothelioma performed in 2010 before the results of the pilot MARS 1

study were published, 34 studies from 26 institutions were evaluated [51]. Median overall survival time after

EPP varied from 9.4 to 27.5 months with a 5-year survival rate from 0% to 24%. Overall mortality ranged

from 0% to 11.8% and morbidity from 22% to 82%. The conclusion of this systematic review was that

selected patients might benefit from EPP, especially when combined with induction or adjuvant therapy.

Moreover, in a systematic review assessing the safety and efficacy of trimodal treatment, 16 studies were

included, one being a randomised controlled trial and five prospective series. The median overall survival

time ranged from 12.8–46.9 months with a perioperative mortality from 0% to 12.5% [52]. The authors

concluded that trimodal therapy may offer acceptable perioperative outcomes and long-term survival in

selected patients treated in specialised centres.

So, where do we go after MARS and what about alternative surgical procedures [53]? To add further

confusion to the controversy, P/D has emerged as a potentially valid debulking procedure and, in selected

cases, as alternative to EPP. Rather surprisingly, in the retrospective study of 663 patients that was
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FIGURE 3 Progression-free survival
for all 57 patients who were eligible
and started treatment in European
Organisation for Research and Treat-
ment of Cancer (EORTC) 0831 phase
II trial. Reproduced from [43].

TABLE 1 Comparison of major prospective multicentre phase II trials of radical multimodality treatment in early-stage
malignant pleural mesothelioma

SAKK trial [41] US phase II trial [44] EORTC 08031 [43]

Patients/institutions n 61/6 77/9 59/11
Induction regimen Cis-gem 63 Cis-pem 64 Cis-pem 63
Compliance to induction chemotherapy 95 83 93
EPP 45 (74) 54 (70) 42 (74)
Operative mortality 2.2 7 6.5
pCR rate 2.2 5 4.8
PORT completed 36 (59) 40 (52) 37 (65)
OS months

ITT 19.8 (14.6–24.5) 16.8 (13.6–23.2) 18.4 (15.6–32.9)
PP 23.0 (16.6–32.9) 21.9 (16.8–29.1) 21.5 (17.6–NR)

PP local relapse NS 11 (28) 6 (16)
ITT PFS months 13.5 (10.2–18.8) 10.1 (8.6–15.0) 13.9 (10.9–17.2)
Overall treatment time days median (range) NS NS 193 (162–220)

Data are presented as %, n (%) or median (95% CI), unless otherwise stated. SAKK: Swiss Group for Clinical Cancer Research; EORTC: European
Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer; EPP: extrapleural pneumonectomy; pCR: pathologically complete response; PORT: post-
operative radiotherapy; OS: overall survival; ITT: intention to treat; PP: per protocol; PFS: progression-free survival; Cis-gem: cisplatin-
gemcitabine; Cis-pem: cisplatin-pemetrexed; NR: not reached; NS: not stated.
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mentioned previously, multivariate analysis demonstrated a hazard rate of 1.4 for EPP (p,0.001) compared

with P/D when controlling for stage, histology, sex and multimodality therapy [33]. Following this finding,

more data emerged on the outcome of patients who underwent P/D, although no controlled studies are

currently available comparing both techniques.

Another pivotal, prospective but nonrandomised study compared EPP to P/D performed during a 7-year

period [54]. In the EPP group, trimodal therapy was given; 25 patients underwent induction chemotherapy,

22 had EPP and in 17 patients, 54 Gy post-operative radiotherapy was administered. So, the full protocol

was successfully accomplished in 68% of patients. There were 61 patients undergoing P/D with

hyperthermic pleural lavage with povidone-iodine as additional intraoperative therapy. Macroscopic

complete resection was obtained in 57% of patients. In 54 patients in this group, prophylactic radiotherapy

(21 Gy) and four to six cycles of adjuvant chemotherapy were administered. 30-day mortality and morbidity

for EPP were 4.5% and 68%, and for P/D 0% and 28%, respectively. Median survival time and 5-year

survival for EPP were 12.8 months and 9%, and for P/D 23 months and 30.1% (p50.004). In multivariable

analysis, P/D, epithelial histology and completeness of resection were significant positive factors related to

survival. Therefore, P/D not only seems to provide good palliation but also an acceptable local control rate

and, possibly, even a better survival. Although this was not a randomised study, the authors concluded that

P/D is superior to EPP in multimodality management of patients with mesothelioma. However, in an

accompanying editorial, WEYANT [55] concluded that P/D cannot yet be considered standard therapy and

that ‘‘it is too early based on this data to completely abandon EPP altogether’’.

A recent systematic review on P/D concluded that perioperative mortality outcomes were similar between

different P/D techniques but there was a trend towards higher morbidity and length of hospitalisation for

patients undergoing extended P/D [56]. However, overall and disease-free survival appeared to favour

extended P/D over less aggressive techniques.

Comparison of P/D to EPP remains challenging due to the absence of randomised trials and should be

restricted to extended P/D procedures only, as both procedures provide macroscopic complete resection.

Summary of current guidelines
When discussing surgical treatment of mesothelioma with the aim of obtaining a macroscopic complete

resection, uniform definitions should be used not only to allow comparison between specific procedures

and centres, but also to group data for further analysis [26]. Furthermore a clinical staging system has to be

developed, which is reproducible in each centre and matches prognostic features from pathological staging.

In the guidelines of the European Respiratory Society and the European Society of Thoracic Surgeons

published in 2010 before the final results of the MARS trial were known, the Task Force concluded that

there is little evidence for the efficacy of radical surgery for mesothelioma and it is recommended that

radical surgery should only be performed in clinical trials as part of multimodal treatment and restricted to

specialised centres [57].

Following a long discussion in multiple forums at the IMIG meeting in 2012, with the main emphasis on

surgical input, an agreement was obtained between the attendees on several key issues concerning the

treatment of MPM and these are summarised in table 2 [12].

In the Australian guidelines published in July 2013, recommendations 31–33 state that only patients with

favourable prognostic features, histology and staging should be referred for consideration of radical

treatment involving extensive cytoreductive surgery. The latter should only be used as part of multimodal

treatment and restricted to institutions with significant surgical experience and a high volume of cases [58].

Clinical practice point f indicates that a multidisciplinary team with sufficient experience should provide

advice on the suitability of patients for trimodal therapy and the ongoing treatment strategy adopted.

TABLE 2 Summary of key points obtained by consensus at the meeting of International Mesothelioma Interest Group in 2012 [12]

Every patient with presumed mesothelioma should be discussed by a multidisciplinary tumour board
Histology and precise clinical staging should be obtained before initiating therapy
Macroscopic complete resection and control of micrometastatic disease are the main goals of extended surgical treatment within the setting of

combined-modality therapy
For operable patients, the choice of surgical procedure (EPP or P/D) largely depends on clinical features, individual surgical evaluation, and

expertise of the surgeon and centre where the patient is treated

EPP: extrapleural pneumonectomy; P/D: pleurectomy/decortication.
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Clinical practice point g mentions that patients whose mesothelioma progresses despite induction

(neoadjuvant) chemotherapy should not be offered cytoreductive surgery followed by hemithoracic

radiotherapy [58]. These recommendations and clinical practice points represent a nice, up-to-date

summary of the current evidence for multimodal therapy for mesothelioma. Thus, the current literature

does not allow a definite conclusion on which procedure (EPP or P/D) should be recommended in which

stage of the disease and in which combination therapy [53]. The final decision should also be based on the

patient’s preference after complete information has been provided on the proposed surgical procedure and

its possible alternatives.

Further developments
Due to the overall poor prognosis, several newer therapeutic options are being explored in mesothelioma

patients, often in combination with established therapy. As no published, randomised evidence is currently

available, no definite recommendations can be made and these newer strategies are still to be further

evaluated in prospective trials.

Although the introduction of anti-folate drugs was a major step forward, current results are unlikely to

improve further without the addition of targeted or biological agents that interact more specifically with

causal pathways in the cellular behaviour of mesothelioma. However, no such agent is currently available for

association with induction chemotherapy.

As in non-small cell lung cancer, the role of post-operative radiotherapy in MPM is controversial and

mainly based on retrospective series [34]. This additional value of post-operative radiotherapy is being

addressed in a Swiss study, in which eligible patients are randomised after EPP to receive either observation

or hemithoracic radiotherapy [59]. Inclusion in this study has recently been completed but definite results

are awaited.

Preliminary results of intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) in the adjuvant setting after EPP are

particularly promising as good local control was obtained and organs at risk were well protected [60].

However, severe pulmonary toxicity has been reported in recent studies so it should not be recommended

outside clinical trials. The role of IMRT with chemotherapy and intact lung is presently being investigated

[61]. IMRT may be applied after P/D. The group from the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New

York, NY, USA, described their first experience in 36 patients with a promising 26 months median overall

survival time but a substantial toxicity rate including 20% grade o3 pneumonitis with one death [62].

A recently described original approach is the application of IMRT before EPP with the so-called SMART

(Surgery for Mesothelioma After Radiation Therapy) protocol with promising survival data and without

toxicity, especially in the epithelial subgroup, but long-term data are not yet available [63].

As mentioned previously, the addition of hyperthermic pleural lavage with povidone-iodine is feasible but

its effect on the rate and time to local recurrence remains unproven [54, 64].

Hyperthermic intraoperative pleural chemotherapy may also be added to cytoreductive surgery to improve

locoregional control. In a recent retrospective study, hyperthermic intraoperative chemotherapy with

cisplatin was found to yield a shorter time interval to recurrence and increased overall survival [65].

In a recent review, the role of intracavitary therapies for pleural malignancies was evaluated [66].

Intrapleural chemotherapy has only a marginal benefit in pleural malignancies but hyperthermic

chemotherapy may prove to be more efficient in combination with maximal tumour debulking. Further

pharmacokinetic improvement of intracavitary chemotherapy by binding cisplatin to a fibrin carrier is

currently under investigation in a phase I trial [67].

Intrapleural immunotherapies may be most effective in patients with early-stage disease but may prove

superior to standard pleurodesis methods to control a recurrent pleural effusion and prolong survival [66].

Intrapleural gene therapy is another promising treatment modality for pleural malignancies but further

controlled trials are necessary before it can be applied in routine clinical settings [68].

Recently, intrapleural photodynamic therapy with new photosensitisers has been reconsidered in

combination with extended P/D. Results of a pilot trial including 38 patients showed promising results

with on overall survival time of 42 months for epithelial histology [69]. However, further confirmation and

evaluation of toxicity are necessary before this technique can be applied more widely.

As mentioned before, in view of the results of MARS 1, extended P/D will be the surgical procedure

performed in MARS 2 [49]. In this randomised trial, induction chemotherapy followed by extended P/D

will be compared to chemotherapy alone.
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In contrast to other tumour types and non-small cell lung cancer, the current induction chemotherapy

regimens induce little necrosis and pathologically complete responses, questioning their presumed role in

facilitating resection and reducing their efficacy in clearing micrometastatic disease. In the EORTC 1205

randomised phase II trial patients with early-stage mesothelioma will be randomised between induction

chemotherapy followed by extended P/D and upfront extended P/D followed by adjuvant chemotherapy

[70]. The primary end-point is ‘‘success of treatment’’, defined as a patient who received the full protocol

treatment who is still alive after 20 weeks without evidence of progression, relapse or grade o3 toxicity.

Conclusion
The role of extensive surgical treatment is currently redefined in mesothelioma patients and no definite

guidelines can yet be provided. Macroscopic complete resection should be the aim, obtained either by EPP

or extended P/D, within a multimodal treatment concept. Concerns have arisen over the relatively high

mortality and morbidity of EPP compared with extended P/D. Due to the rarity of this tumour, these

procedures should only be performed in high-volume thoracic-surgical centres to optimise results. Whether

P/D yields similar or even better results than EPP remains to be proven by a randomised controlled clinical

trial. Moreover, every patient with suspicion of mesothelioma should be discussed by a multidisciplinary

tumour board to provide a tailored diagnostic and therapeutic plan. More attention should be paid to

quality control and selection criteria of multimodality treatment comprising extensive surgical procedures.

Further prospective trials are required to determine optimal combined modality therapy in mesothelioma.

Hopefully, the prospective IASLC database will shed new lights on the predictive and prognostic factors to

better determine prognosis and individualise therapy for this dreadful disease.
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